


Brand Partnership Planner
Cra�ing strategic brand partnerships can amplify your music's reach and open new 
revenue streams. This Brand Partnership Planner is designed to streamline your approach to 
identifying and engaging with potential brand partners that resonate with your music and 
image. By following these steps, you'll be equipped to develop compelling pitches, maintain 
organized records of your outreach e�orts, and track the outcomes of each partnership 
opportunity.

Part 1: Identifying Potential Brand Partners

 Brand Alignment: List brands whose image, audience, and values align with your music and 
persona. Consider brands in lifestyle, fashion, technology, beverages, and other sectors 
relevant to your fanbase.

 Research Contact Information: For each identified brand, research and note the 
appropriate contact person for partnership inquiries (e.g., Marketing Manager, Brand 
Partnership Coordinator).

 Partnership Benefits: For each potential partner, outline the specific benefits your music 
and image could o�er them, such as access to your audience, content for marketing 
campaigns, or association with your artistic credibility.

Part 2: Developing Tailored Pitches

 Customized Proposals: Cra� a unique pitch for each potential brand partner, highlighting 
how a partnership could benefit both parties. Be specific about what you propose, whether 
it's featuring their products in your music videos, co-hosting events, or social media 
collaborations.

 Media Kit: Prepare a professional media kit to accompany your pitches. Include your bio, 
photos, music samples, social media stats, and any notable achievements that 
demonstrate your appeal and influence.

 Value Proposition: Clearly articulate the value you bring to the table, using data and 
examples to support your pitch. This could include your fan demographics, engagement 



rates, or past successful partnerships.

Part 3: Tracking Outreach E�orts

 Contact Log: Create a log to record the details of each outreach attempt, including the 
brand name, contact person, date of contact, method (email, phone, etc.), and any follow-
up actions.

 Pitch Sent: Mark when and to whom each tailored pitch was sent. Include notes on the 
specific proposal sent to each potential partner.

 Outcome Tracking: Keep detailed records of the responses received, including any 
feedback, negotiations initiated, partnerships formed, or declines. Note reasons for 
declines where provided, as this can be valuable for refining future pitches.

Part 4: Review and Adjust Strategy

 Evaluate Successes and Challenges: Periodically review your partnership outreach e�orts 
to identify what's working and where there may be room for improvement.

 Adjust Pitches and Targets: Based on feedback and outcomes, refine your pitch and 
possibly reevaluate the brands you're targeting to better align with those most likely to be 
interested in a partnership.

 Follow-Up Strategy: Develop a plan for following up on pitches that haven't received a 
response, considering a respec�ul and strategic approach to re-engagement.

Completion:

 Regularly update your media kit and pitch materials to reflect your latest achievements 
and o�erings.

 Schedule semi-annual reviews of your brand partnership strategy to adapt to changes in 
your music career and potential market opportunities.

This planner is your blueprint for building meaningful brand partnerships that support your 
music career's growth and visibility. By methodically identifying aligned brands, tailoring 
your pitches, and tracking your outreach, you'll maximize your chances of securing 
partnerships that benefit your brand and music.


